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The Arab Spring swept through the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA) in unprecedented fashion. This 
social movement phenomenon struck long-standing 
autocrats and powerful regimes to the core. Although 
the Middle East had been rife with instability and 
political violence, it had not seen such widespread 
political upheaval since the Arab nationalism-inspired 
revolutions of the 1950s and 60s. In the wake of the Arab 
Spring, regime change came quickly in Egypt, Libya, and 
Yemen, and monarchs in Jordan and Morocco promised 
reforms, but autocrats and monarchs clung to power 
everywhere else. Tunisia was unique; it was the only case 
where the people accomplished a democratic revolution. 
Why does Tunisia stand alone as the only real social 
revolution of the Arab Spring, while protests 
throughout the rest of the MENA resulted in political 
revolution, civil war, reform, or had no impact at all?
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Arab Spring Protests quantified by operationalizing 
the DPR
Research Design
• Hypothesis 1: The presence of the five traits of 
Foran’s model of Third World revolutions will 
explain why a social revolution succeed in Tunisia 
but failed in the other 14 Arab Spring cases
• Hypothesis 2: Social media and other factors 
unique to the Arab Spring explain why the 
revolution spread from Tunisia and caused pre-
mature revolutionary attempts in Egypt and Syria
• The research design followed four steps:  (1) 
operationalize a democratic polity rating (DPR) to 
quantify the Arab Spring for 15 cases; (2) test 
Hypothesis 1 using an adapted model of 
revolution; (3) determine necessary and sufficient 
traits for each outcome using Ragin’s fuzzy-set, 
Qualitative Comparative  Analysis (fsQCA) method 
and Boolean minimization; and (4) using case 
study analysis to better understand how the 
model explains success or failure of social 




















Type One- Successful Social Revolution
1. Tunisia  1 3.56 1 3.56% 1 1-SR ABCDE
Type Two- Attempted Social Revolution
2. Bahrain 1 2.53 1- 4.63% 0 0-Oppression ABcDe
3. Syria 1 2.50 1- 4.57% 1/​0 0-Civil War ABcDe
Type Three- Political Revolution
4. Egypt 1 3.22 1- 5.66% 0 0-PR/​Coup ABcde
5. Libya 1 1.34 1- 2.95% 1/​0 0-PR/​Civil War ABcDe
6. Yemen 0 3.19 1- 5.07% 1/​0 0-PR/​Civil War aBcde
Type Four- No Attempt at Revolution
7. Algeria 1 4.20 0 2.80% 0 0-Stability AbcDe
8. Jordan 1 4.33 1 5.01% 0 0-Minor Reform Abcde
9. Kuwait 1 4.69 0 1.08% 0 0-Stability AbcDe
10. Lebanon 0 5.03 0 8.26% 0 0-Stability abcde
11. Morocco 1 4.82 0 4.67% 0 0-Minor Reform AbcDe
12.Oman 1 3.83 0 5.97% 0 0-Stability Abcde
13. Qatar 1 2.30 0 15.43% 0 0-Stability ABcde
14. Saudi Arabia 1 1.83 0 2.98% 0 0-Stability ABcDe
15. UAE 1 2.56 0 1.04% 0 0-Stability ABcDe Next Steps
• The fsQCA analysis supported Hypothesis 1 with 
the presence of all 5 traits in the Tunisia case
• The case studies supported Hypothesis 2 with 
Neoliberalism, Social Media, and Islamist groups 
playing a role in the spread of the Arab Spring
Foran’s Model of Third World Social Revolutions
Results
Truth table produced from Foran's modal applied to the Arab 
Spring with causal factors, outcomes and Boolean terms • Unconventional warfare and counterinsurgency 
doctrine may benefit from the incorporation of 
revolution and social movement theory
• To build a stronger argument to support 
Hypothesis 2, the research can be expanded to 
test Hypothesis 2 against the other 12 cases
• Foran’s model provides a useful tool to analyze 
the origins of insurgency and revolution and the 
contributing factors of why they succeed or fail
